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1 of 1 review helpful A Mildly Humorous Short Novel By FCD117 I was surprised how short this book is I think 
perhaps it is properly called a novella It can be easily read during one s free time in a week or so A good deal of the 
book is comprised of a series of vignettes which are mildly humorous There is for all intents and purposes no character 
development We know and learn basically nothing about the cap The novel Mister Roberts was an instant hit after 
being published in 1946 and was quickly adapted for the stage and screen The title character a Lieutenant Junior Grade 
naval officer defends his crew against the petty tyranny of the ship s commanding officer during World War II Nearly 
all action takes place on a backwater cargo ship the USS Reluctant that sails as written in the play from apathy to 
tedium with occasional side trips to monotony and ennu About the Author Thomas Heggen wrote Mister Roberts as a 
young naval officer on the USS Virgo in 1944 After the war he struggled with writing after his early success and died 
tragically in 1949 
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